UL Sanctuary Week 2020
WEEK 7: MARCH 9TH - 13TH 2020

MONDAY - MARCH 9
1. UNIVERSITY OF SANCTUARY STUDENT SUMMIT: THE PAVILION, 12:00-16:00
Talks and group discussions from student bodies from 3rd Level institutions across Ireland, UL Sanctuary Committee Members, MASI Representatives, Local TDs and more!

2. SANCTUARY RUNNERS AND POST RUN RECEPTION
Meet at UL Student Centre at 19:00

TUESDAY - MARCH 10
1. ABOUT SANCTUARY POP-UP STAND: UL LIBRARY FOYER 12:00-14:00
Information and learning about UL as a University of Sanctuary
Digital exhibition of 'The Asylum Archive'

2. INTERCULTURAL AWARENESS WORKSHOP: E1022 PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT, MAIN BUILDING
(15:00-17:00)
Raising intercultural awareness and building Global Citizenship Workshop provided by the UL Migration Research Lab

WEDNESDAY - MARCH 11
1. MUSIC AROUND THE WORLD: UL STUDENT LIFE COMMON ROOM 12:30-14:30
Lunchtime community music in collaboration with the Irish World Music Café.
There will be an array of performances!
Lunch provided by the ReStart Project by Enactus UL

2. STORYTELLING WORKSHOP: FIRST SEVEN WEEKS HUB (15:00-18:00)
Storytelling and empathy building with fellow Students
Conducted by Narrative 4 Limerick

THURSDAY - MARCH 12
1. PSYCHOLOGICAL FIRST AID WORKSHOP: E1022 PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT, MAIN BUILDING 10:00-12:00
Psychological tools and tips when working with people in a refugee like situation.
Conducted by Hilal Kassem

2. SANCTUARY WEEK CLOSING PARTY: FIRST SEVEN WEEKS HUB 13:00-16:00
Let's meet likeminded people, let's talk, eat and reminisce on the week.
Free Pizza!
Music provided by AfropopLcity.

FRIDAY - MARCH 13
1. "SPEAKING IN MANY TONGUES: SOCIAL INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY": FIRST SEVEN WEEKS HUB
11:00-12:30
Roundtable discussion on the shared experiences of support networks that bring migrants and local communities together.
Conducted by Dr. Anca Minescu